Differences in orography data fields are a principal cause of variation in atmospheric drag and circulation among weather and climate models
Introduction
Accounting for the drag on the atmosphere from airflow over and around hills and mountains remains a major source of uncertainty in numerical weather prediction (NWP) and climate modelling. This orographic drag and the consequent momentum exchange plays a governing role in the atmosphere's general circulation on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales (see Smith, 1979 for a review). For example, large-scale mountains have an impact on the location of the mid-latitude jets (Brayshaw et al., 2009 ); small-scale mountains generate gravity waves that can break and exert influential drag forces on flow as high as the stratosphere and mesosphere (Bacmeister, 1993) ; and drag over all mountains is associated with local turbulent exchange processes and flow responses which notably affect the weather, climate and inhabitants of mountainous regions (e.g. downslope windstorms: Smith, 1985;  foehn: Elvidge and Renfrew, 2016;  rotors and boundary layer turbulence: Vosper et al., 2018) .
Whilst global models are now of sufficient resolution to resolve large scale mountain waves (Elvidge et al., 2017) , the drag exerted on the atmosphere due to subgrid-scale orography (SSO) remains significant and needs to be parameterised in weather and climate models. Several parameterisation schemes are thus used to represent different unresolved orographic drag processes, such as turbulent orographic form drag (TOFD) associated with orographic features with horizontal scales smaller than 5km (Beljaars et al. 2004 ), low-level flow blocking and gravity waves triggered by orographic features with horizontal scales larger than 5km (i.e. Lott and Miller, 1997; LM97 hereafter) . As it is not currently possible to observe orographic drag at global, or even at regional scale, these parameterisations are poorly constrained, and their behaviour varies considerably between models. A model comparison undertaken by Zadra et al. (2013) for the World Meteorological Organization's Working Group for Numerical Experimentation (WGNE) found that over land, and particularly over orography, the parameterised orographic surface stress can differ by a factor of four (in the zonal average) between NWP models of comparable resolution, while the total parameterised surface stress varied much less.
Comparing the stresses between the Met Office Unified Model (MetUM) and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Integrated Forecasting System (IFS), for example, the contributions from different unresolved processes (turbulent drag in the planetary boundary layer, TOFD, low-level flow blocking or gravity wave breaking) differ considerably. For example, the zonally averaged parameterised orographic surface stresses in the MetUM are typically 2.5 to 4 times greater than those in the IFS, whilst the boundary layer surface stresses are typically 1.2 to 2 times smaller (see Figure 1 of Sandu et al., 2016) . Elvidge (2019) also revealed significant differences between the MetUM and IFS in the diurnal and spatial variability of surface stresses over high mountain ranges. Sandu et al. (2016) demonstrated that inter-model differences in total parameterised surface stress and its partition between the different subgrid processes (such as those found between the MetUM and IFS) have a significant impact on the NH winter circulation both at daily and seasonal timescales. Vosper (2015) , Vosper et al. (2016) and van Niekerk et al. (2018) used high resolution (kmscale) simulations with the regional version of the MetUM over several mountainous regions (South Georgia, New Zealand, the Himalayas, and Middle East mountains) to evaluate the LM97 scheme used in the operational global MetUM for parameterising the orographic lowlevel blocking and gravity wave drag. The global MetUM is used for weather predictions and climate projections at horizontal resolutions ranging from tens to hundreds of km; for which these processes require parameterisation. The km-scale simulations, in which orographic drag due to blocking and gravity wave breaking become mostly resolved, demonstrated that while the LM97 scheme can qualitatively represent their effects on the flow, the parameter settings were not optimal and optimal settings varied from one region to another. A common finding is that the blocking is too strong while the gravity wave breaking effect in the upper troposphere is too weak in the global MetUM. Van Niekerk et al. (2016) also demonstrated that the latitudinal distribution of resolved and parameterised surface stresses in the MetUM varies significantly depending on model resolution, and that the handover between resolved and parameterised surface stress as the model resolution changes is not necessarily handled well.
In summary, current orographic drag parameterisation schemes behave inconsistently across resolutions, across regions and mountain ranges, and across models; and the atmospheric circulation is highly sensitive to these inconsistencies from daily (Zadra et al., 2013 , Sandu et al., 2016 to climate timescales (Scinocca et al., 2010 , Pithan et al., 2016 , van Niekerk et al., 2017 . Clearly, orographic drag remains a significant challenge for weather and climate model development. This study aims to shed light on one particular source of uncertainty in the representation of orographic drag in models: the characterization of the grid-scale and subgrid-scale orography.
The first aim of our study is to evaluate model differences in the resolved grid scale orography (GSO) and the unresolved SSO fields. This will be done in Section 3, after describing the sources and processing of orography data in the six NWP models which employ comparable orographic drag parameterisation schemes (Section 2). Our second aim is to investigate to what extent the inter-model spread in SSO fields influences the parameterised orographic drag and ultimately the representation of the NH winter circulation in medium-range weather forecasts. Questions we are aiming to answer here are: (i) how sensitive is the parameterised surface stress to the inter-model spread in each SSO field and which fields are most important?; (ii) to what extent can the inter-model spread in SSO fields explain the inter-model spread in the total parameterised surface stress found by Zadra et al. fields on daily timescales? To answer the first question (i), we use an offline version of a commonly used orographic drag scheme (LM97 as implemented in the MetUM), forced with meteorological conditions typical of the NH winter. We run this scheme globally using as input various combinations of SSO fields from the six participant models and we examine the changes in the parameterised orographic surface stress (Section 4). To answer (ii) and (iii), we use one of the models (the IFS) to perform several sets of medium-range weather forecasts with different combinations of SSO fields from two of the models (the IFS and MetUM) and we examine the impact on the total parameterised surface stress, on its partition between boundary layer and orographic contributions, and on the large-scale circulation (Section 5).
The models and their representation of orography

The models
The names and key relevant characteristics of the six models used for this study, in their operational weather prediction configurations (as of 2016), are provided in Tables 1 and 2. Note that for the IFS, in addition to the operational version of the model (referred to hereafter as 'IFS Operational'), the GSO and SSO fields corresponding to a coarser TL1279 spectral resolution (global mean grid spacing of 16 km) version of the model (referred to hereafter as 'IFS 16 km') is included in the comparison. This is because the resolution used for the IFS's medium-range operational weather forecasts is significantly higher (at 9 km mean grid spacing) relative to the other centre's operational model resolutions (which vary between 16 and 25 km mean grid spacing).
The representation of orographic drag
A model's representation of orographic drag depends on the source orography dataset and on how this dataset is processed to generate the GSO and SSO fields; the model's dynamical core, grid type, numerics and resolution; and the orographic drag parameterisation schemes employed, and how these schemes have been tuned to optimise forecast skill or to constrain the model climate (Sandu et al. 2013 , Hourdin et al. 2017 . As discussed in Section 1, models commonly represent subgrid-scale orographic drag using more than one parameterisation scheme, reflecting the range of spatial scales and processes responsible. In this study, we only focus on the orographic drag exerted on stably stratified flow by mountains with horizontal scales larger than 5 km, through low-level blocking and higher-level gravity wave drag associated with the breaking of vertically propagating mountain gravity waves. Consequently, reference hereafter to orographic drag and SSO parameterisation refers only to blocking drag and gravity wave drag (and not to TOFD).
The MetUM, IFS and GDPS SSO drag schemes handle these two drag processes following LM97, who in turn derived their handling of gravity wave drag from Boer et al. (1984) and McFarlane et al. (1987) . The ARPEGE and SL-AV schemes (see Catry et al., 2008 for a description) use LM97 for gravity wave drag, and an envelope orography approach (after Wallace et al., 1983) for blocking drag. The GSM's scheme follows Iwasaki et al. (1989) , with separate treatments for longwave mountains (wavelengths > 100 km) and shortwave mountains (wavelengths ~ 10 km). The orographic fields derived for the longwave scheme are used for this intercomparison, since the scales accounted for by this scheme are more analogous to those accounted for by the LM97 schemes of the other models.
The grid-scale and subgrid-scale orography fields
The GSO and SSO fields are generated from the source orography dataset in the manner depicted and described in Figure 1 . Note that whilst this methodology is generally consistent across the models, the exact order of the smoothing and interpolation procedures, as well as the strength of the smoothing filters, are model dependent.
The source data used by the models in this study are for the most part from three different digital elevation models (DEMs), all with a horizontal grid spacing of 30 arc seconds (~1 km at mid latitudes). These are the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission dataset (SRTM30) from
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration; the Global Land One-km Base Elevation dataset (GLOBE) from The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; and the Global 30 Arc-Second Elevation dataset (GTOPO30) from United States Geological Survey. Of these, GTOPO30 is the oldest, dating back to 1996; GLOBE is newer and incorporates GTOPO30 data amongst other sources; and SRTM30 (Farr et al., 2007 ) is newer still and was generally considered to be the highest quality freely available global DEM until recently (see Wessel et al., 2018) .
The smoothing applied to the GSO (steps 1 & 2 in Figure 1 ) has been deemed necessary to avoid model grid-point instabilities over steep gradients and to prevent unrealistic gravity waves and aliasing effects . The filtering applied should entirely eliminate two-grid-length features, which cannot be resolved by models, whilst retaining features of length scales adequately resolved (this limit is model-specific; for the MetUM it is thought to be of order 6-8 grid lengths). The degree of GSO smoothing varies significantly between models, as does the strength of the filter applied to the pre-filtered source orography to generate the GSO (step 2 in Figure 1 ). This filter defines the orographic scales to be included in the subgrid-scale orography. For the MetUM, it is a scale selective Raymond filter which eliminates features of scales twice the grid length (∆x) and dampens four-gridlength features by half; as such it is described as a '4-∆x filter'. Filter strength varies between the models in this study from ~2.3-∆x (dampening 2.3-grid-length features by half) for the IFS to ~7-∆x (dampening 7-grid-length features by half) for the SL-AV (Table 2) .
Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 2 , the filters employed also vary significantly in their response functions 1 . The type and strength of orographic filter applied in each model reflect decisions related to the model's stability over steep terrain, forecast optimisation, and technical considerations. However, these decisions were often made many years ago, and may no longer be optimal.
The SSO is generated as the difference between the pre-filtered source orography and the GSO (see step 3 in Figure 1 ) and consequently describes the subgrid-scale terrain undulations with respect to the GSO. The SSO is then used to compute the "SSO fields" -model gridscale variables which describe the statistical characteristics of the SSO. In the LM97 scheme, the SSO in each grid box is represented via an array of uniformly distributed, elliptical mountains (hereafter referred to as parameterized mountains), as depicted in step 4 of Figure   1 . These parameterized mountains are defined entirely by the SSO fields.
The various orographic drag schemes used in the participating models use up to four SSO fields (see Table 2 ), denoted hereafter as stdev, slope, anisotropy and orientation. The stdev field is the standard deviation of the SSO, and in the LM97 scheme is multiplied by a modeldependent tuning constant to define the assumed height of parameterized mountains. The remaining three fields are derived from the grid box average gradients in the SSO (as rise to these mountain ranges formed.
Model variability in orographic fields
In this section the inter-model spread in GSO and SSO fields is evaluated, with reference to wavenumbers. This is explained both by their relatively high resolution and by the relatively weak orographic smoothing employed by the IFS relative to the other participant models. At the other end of the scale, the SL-AV 's GSO exhibits the weakest power at small scales, reflecting its relatively coarse resolution and acute smoothing.
Probability density functions (PDFs) for each of the orography fields and each model are displayed in Figure 5 for a representative mountain range; the North American Rockies here), source orography pre-filtering, interpolation methodologies, approaches to avoid erroneously large stdev values associated with steep gradients in the source orography, and the algorithms used to derive the orographic fields. The relative importance of each of these differences is the subject of ongoing work. Preliminary results indicate that differences in both the source orography dataset and in the smoothing functions employed have significant impacts on the resultant model orography fields.
In addition to the inter-model spread in the stdev field, notable spread is also apparent in the other SSO fields. The slope field is only employed in the MetUM, IFS and GDPS orographic drag schemes, and -as previously mentioned -is closely correlated with stdev.
Consequently, differences in the PDFs of slope qualitatively resemble those of stdev (compare Figure 5b and 5c). In the anisotropy field, there is a positive skew in PDFs for the
MetUM and GDPS, whilst the IFS versions have closer to normal distributions. This
indicates that the parameterized mountains in the MetUM and GDPS are generally more isotropic -dome-like as opposed to ridge-like -than in the IFS (Figure 5d ). Finally, the previously mentioned predominantly N-S orientation of subgrid ridges in the Rockies range is clearly evident in the PDFs of orientation, with a peak in probability density in all models centred around ~0 ° (Figure 5e ). However, there are significant differences in the distributions, with this peak being most pronounced in the ARPEGE and SL-AV, and a greater tendency towards orientations > 0° in the MetUM and GDPS. Again, the precise reasons for these differences are not clear and should be the subject of future work.
In summary, the comparison of the GSO and SSO fields used in the six models reveal a considerable inter-model spread in all fields. As the SSO fields are used as input for orographic drag parameterisations, we investigate hereafter to what extent the spread in the SSO fields translates into uncertainties in the representation of parameterised orographic drag, and consequently of atmospheric circulation in NWP. The sensitivity of orographic drag and atmospheric circulation to differences in the GSO is not discussed here as it has been examined in previous work (Sandu et al., 2017; van Niekerk et al., 2018) .
Sensitivity of parameterised orographic surface stress to subgrid orographic fields
In this section, we investigate the extent to which the inter-model spread in SSO fields affects the representation of parameterised orographic drag. This is done via a set of experiments with an 'offline' version of the commonly used LM97 scheme, in the form employed by the MetUM and using operational MetUM parameter settings (see Appendix, or Webster et al. (2013) , for a description of the LM97 implementation in the MetUM).
The 'offline' LM97 scheme uses as input global SSO fields and key meteorological fields describing the flow incident on SSO (flow velocities, Brunt Vaisala frequencies and air densities), and yields as output momentum fluxes from both low-level flow blocking and gravity wave sources, and the corresponding surface stresses (the surface stress representing the vertical integral of the momentum flux derivative). To ensure the relevance of this analysis to simulations of real atmospheric conditions, the input meteorological fields have been gathered from instantaneous MetUM output at a lead time of 24 hr from global shortrange forecasts initiated daily at 00UTC for the month of December 2016, at n768 resolution (grid spacing of ~16 km).
The 'offline' LM97 scheme is first run using the SSO fields of each model for which all four SSO fields are available (MetUM, IFS, GDPS). It is then run using all but one of the SSO fields from the MetUM and the remaining field from one of the other models. The scheme is run successively for each SSO field and each model. These experiments reveal the sensitivity of the parameterised orographic surface stress to the inter-model variability in each of the SSO fields. All spatial averages discussed in this section include land model grid points only (omitting grid points over ocean).
The IFS Operational SSO fields lead to the lowest zonally averaged SSO surface stress magnitudes across all latitudes, with values typically 6 to 8 times smaller than those obtained for the MetUM and GDPS SSO fields (Figure 7a ). The MetUM and GDPS SSO fields yield quite similar stresses across the latitude bands. Figures 7c-f illustrate the impact on the parameterised SSO surface stress due to varying the model source of the stdev, slope, anisotropy and orientation fields, respectively (note that missing lines reflect unavailable SSO fields in certain models -see Table 2 ). SSO surface stresses appear to be virtually The latitude-weighted global mean parameterised SSO surface stress varies considerably; from 0.015 W m -2 when using SSO fields exclusively sourced from the IFS Operational to 0.115 W m -2 when using exclusively MetUM-sourced fields. 74 % of this difference can be accounted for by substituting only slope between the two models, whilst 73 % can be accounted for by substituting only stdev. Meanwhile, only 6 % and 1 % of this difference can be accounted for by substituting, respectively, only anisotropy and only orientation. Note these percentages do not add up to 100, indicating that the combined influence of all the SSO fields do not equal the sum of the individual influences of each SSO field. This is due to nonlinearities in the LM97 scheme equations -most notably the nonlinear influence of stdev (discussed below and in the Appendix) -which act to modulate the influence of the other SSO fields.
The surface stresses from these experiments are predominantly due to low-level blocking (Figure 7b) . Likewise, as evident from Figure 8 , the sensitivity of surface stress to the SSO fields is dominated by that caused by blocking. Furthermore, the degree to which the blocking drag dominates over the gravity wave drag is also sensitive to the SSO fields. Figure   7b shows that the MetUM and GDPS SSO fields yield a greater dominance (typically 85-95 % due to blocking), whilst IFS Operational fields yield the weakest dominance (typically 60-80 % due to blocking). The reason for this sensitivity becomes apparent on inspection of Figure 8 and the LM97 equations (Appendix). As global means, both the low-level blocking drag ( ) and the gravity wave drag ( ) exhibit a roughly linear, positive correlation with slope across the SSO substitution experiments (Figure 8b ). Indeed, as evident from Appendix Equations 1, 2 and 4, ∝ slope and ∝ slope. Meanwhile, whilst is positively correlated with stdev (albeit nonlinearly), varies non-monotonically with stdev (note the blue fitted curve having a parabolic shape in Figure 8c ). Consequently, the generally lower stdev values in the IFS results in, relative to the MetUM and GDPS, a greater decrease in than in . The nonlinear sensitivity of to stdev is briefly explored in the Appendix.
Sensitivity of parameterised surface stress and large-scale circulation to subgrid orographic fields
In this section, we explore the relative importance of the SSO fields for the representation of the total parameterised surface stress and the NH winter large-scale circulation on daily 
Impacts on total parameterised surface stress and its partition between SSO and boundary layer components
We first examine the impact of using the various combinations of SSO fields on the zonally averaged total parameterised surface stress (τ ), and on its constituent components: SSO stress (τ ) and turbulent boundary layer stress (τ ) (Figure 9 a-c) . One of the questions we are interested in is to what extent the inter-model spread in SSO fields can explain differences in the total surface stress and its components between the IFS and MetUM found by Zadra et al. (2013) and Sandu et al. (2016) . For that purpose, we also use the zonally averaged values of τ , τ and τ from the MetUM short range forecasts performed to derive the meteorological variables used to force the 'offline' LM97 scheme in section 4 (dark blue line in Figures 9 a-c) . Recall these consisted of 31, daily, 24-hour forecasts at N768 resolution for December 2016.
In the IFS IFS-SSO experiment, the zonally averaged τ is greater than τ across all latitudes, whilst in the MetUM experiment, the partition of stress between the two components is generally more evenly balanced, with the dominant component varying with latitude ( Figure   9 ). In terms of τ , there is generally good agreement between the two models, except experiments can be explained by differences in SSO fields between the two models (i.e. are replicated in the differences between the IFS IFS-SSO and IFS MetUM-SSO (red line) experiments).
Remaining differences in parametrized surface stress between the IFS IFS-SSO and MetUM experiments are likely to be largely due to differences in orographic drag scheme parameter settings, differences in the implementation of the LM97 scheme and indirectly via differences in GSO. For instance, as discussed in Elvidge (2019) , in the MetUM there is a considerably larger LM97 scheme blocking coefficient, , a different method for deriving the local Froude number used by the LM97 scheme (see Appendix), and a different parameterisation for turbulent orographic drag in the boundary layer (which employs a drag coefficient smaller by half than that recommended from a physical perspective by Mason, 1987) . This results in elevated τ SSO and lower τ BL relative to the IFS, which uses the TOFD scheme for boundary layer drag, following Beljaars et al. (2004) . Moreover, the MetUM's n768 resolution is marginally coarser than the IFS 16 km's TL1279, and so, irrespective of the SSO fields, slightly higher parameterised stresses should be expected in the MetUM. Differences in GSO will indirectly bring about differences in surface stresses due to the modulation of background conditions by the GSO and nonlinear interactions between resolved and parameterized drag (van Niekerk et al., 2018) .
The IFS experiments with a combination of IFS and MetUM SSO fields reveal the relative importance of each SSO field for τ , τ and τ ( Figure 9 d-f). Corroborating the results from the 'offline' LM97 experiments discussed in Section 4, the stdev and slope impart considerably greater impacts than anisotropy and orientation on surface stress (Fig 9d-f) . 
Impact on the large-scale circulation
The sensitivity of the large-scale circulation to the SSO fields is now explored. The SSO fields used in orographic drag parameterisations, such as the LM97 scheme, can affect both the lower-troposphere through low-level blocking as well as upper levels via gravity wave breaking. Figure 10 has been shown to be highly sensitive to surface drag; both τ (Elvidge, 2019) and τ due to sea ice roughness (Renfrew et al., 2019) . There is a broad decrease in pressure elsewhere, at lower latitudes. The responses in surface pressure generally resemble those obtained by Sandu et al. (2016) in IFS sensitivity experiments where the strength of either low-level blocking or TOFD were enhanced.
In Section 5.1, the impact on parameterised drag in the IFS MetUM-SSO experiment was found to be nearly entirely explained by the combined effects of both the stdev and slope fields. The same is found here for the impact on surface pressure (Figure 10b ). The combined effect of stdev and slope is required to explain the surface pressure response; replacing each of these two fields individually produces comparable patterns, though of much smaller amplitude (Figure 10 c,d ). As expected, given their only small influence on surface stresses, the anisotropy and orientation fields have only minor influence on the surface pressure (10 e,f).
These findings also hold for the impact on NWP skill in the ten-day weather forecasts performed with the IFS. The net effect, for example, on the root mean square error of geopotential height at different levels in the atmosphere (from near-surface to the stratosphere) is broadly explained by the combined effect of stdev and slope, cannot be explained by either of these fields independently and is relatively insensitive to anisotropy and orientation (not shown). It is worth noting that the use of MetUM SSO fields in the IFS degrades the representation of the circulation significantly up to day 3. This reflects the fact that the IFS is optimally tuned to its own SSO fields.
In summary, it has been demonstrated that the global variability in parameterised surface stress due to the inter-model spread in SSO fields is of comparable magnitude and can explain a significant portion of variability in parameterised surface stress across models. Both the 'offline' LM97 experiments discussed in Section 4 and the global SSO field sensitivity experiments discussed here demonstrate that the stdev and slope SSO fields exert considerably more influence on the parameterised surface stress and on global circulation than do anisotropy and orientation. The combined influence of both fields is crucial to the local and large scale atmospheric response.
Conclusions
In the first major model comparison of the grid-scale orography (GSO) and subgrid-scale orography (SSO) fields used in global NWP models, notable inter-model variability is found across six operational models. This variability stems from several different sources. The global mean of the standard deviation of SSO (the stdev SSO field) -a measure of the degree to which orography is parameterized or resolved -is evidently correlated with model resolution, though this relationship is shown to be far from linear, revealing the importance of other factors such as model grid type, fidelity of the source orography dataset and the manner in which this dataset is processed to derive the GSO and SSO fields. In particular, there is considerable variation in the degree and type of smoothing applied. The influence of these technical and methodological differences on the resultant depiction of model orography is difficult to quantify, and further work could be done to isolate their impact.
Sensitivity experiments using an 'offline' version of the popular LM97 orographic drag scheme over global orography during typical atmospheric conditions were used to evaluate the impact of the SSO fields on parameterised orographic surface stress and its partition between low-level flow blocking and higher level wave breaking components. By using the inter-model spread in each SSO field as a benchmark for their plausible range, we were able to ascertain the relative importance of each field. It has been found that parameterised orographic surface stresses are most sensitive to the inter-model variability in the stdev and slope SSO fields. The influences of the anisotropy and orientation fields are considerably smaller. The partition of parameterized orographic drag into its constituent componentslow-level blocking drag and gravity wave drag -is also highly sensitive to the SSO fields. In the LM97 scheme, a greater proportion of blocking drag is found for those models with typically greater stdev values, due to the gravity wave drag being on the whole less sensitive than the blocking drag to stdev.
Global weather forecasts performed with the IFS, with combinations of SSO fields derived from the IFS and MetUM, were used to examine the impact of the SSO fields on the total parameterised surface stress and its partition between orographic and boundary layer components, and on large-scale circulation on daily timescales. These experiments have demonstrated that 55 % of global-average variability in SSO stress and 80 % of the globalaverage variability in total surface stress between the MetUM and IFS can be accounted for by differences in SSO fields. The current uncertainty in SSO fields is evidently of first-order importance to current uncertainty in total parameterised surface stress. Corroborating the results of the 'offline' LM97 sensitivity experiments, the combined differences in the stdev and slope fields between the MetUM and IFS were found to account for 86 % of the impact on total parameterised surface stress of the combined differences in all SSO fields. The combined influence of these fields on surface pressure is similarly dominant.
Via model comparison, this study has established the importance of orographic fields in NWP models, and consequently the significance of the current uncertainty in how they are sourced, generated and implemented in orographic drag parameterisation schemes. Careful reconsideration of each of these steps is recommended. For example, of the models in this study, only the IFS currently employs the global source dataset generally considered to be the highest quality (SRTM30). Yet recent as-yet unpublished work has revealed that the choice of source dataset has a significant effect on orographic drag but cannot explain the total spread seen among models. In other recent work, the degree of orographic smoothing employed has been found to have a considerable effect on the resultant orographic fields and consequently on modelled drag, yet the appropriate amount of smoothing, and precisely how and at what stage in the orography data processing this smoothing is applied, remains unclear. Addressing this uncertainty requires consideration of what scales are being resolved, and consequently which scales require parameterisation. In all the models assessed in this study, the current motivation for filtering the GSO is to limit the scales to be resolved so as to avoid model instability over steep orography. However, it is known that models do not fully resolve the effects of orography at the grid-scale, but at a coarser resolution (evidence from a MetUM experiment over New Zealand suggests wavelengths shorter than 8-10 grid lengths are poorly resolved; Vosper et al., 2016) . Given the strength of the filters currently used, some scales finer than this "effective resolution" remain after smoothing, and consequently are neither parameterised nor resolved. So there is a case for increasing the degree of orographic smoothing applied in the generation of SSO fields so that they represent scales up to the effective resolution of the model, whilst retaining as much high resolution resolved orography as possible, under the restraints of model stability. However, this argument assumes that the parameterisation schemes are designed (and tuned) to hand over between resolved and parameterised scales in a well behaved way. Vosper et al. (2016) show that this is not universally the case in schemes which are tuned to optimise global forecasts. They point towards the development of a regionally variable (scale-aware) tuning framework as a potential solution.
Note that this study has not addressed the impacts of model variability in GSO on drag and circulation. This matter has been touched upon in previous work by Sandu et al. (2017) -who showed significant large-scale circulation forecast sensitivities to differences in GSO -and will be the subject of further work.
Future development in orographic drag parameterisation should consider the relative importance of each SSO field in the LM97 scheme. The component of the LM97 scheme representing the influence of the horizontal shape of SSO via anisotropy and orientation has been shown to contribute trivially to resultant parameterised stresses, at least in the mean sense and in terms of the impact on the large-scale circulation, and so is arguably not required (however, the extent to which these fields matter for the prediction of local flow patterns and near surface weather conditions in mountainous regions requires further investigation).
Meanwhile, consideration could be given to developing parameterisation complexity in the more important aspect of the influence of the vertical cross-sectional characteristics of SSO.
For example, only half of the study's participant models employ an independently varying slope field in their drag schemes. When stdev and slope are incorporated in the manner of LM97, their combined description of the SSO's vertical cross sectional characteristics is limited. For instance, they are able to define SSO characterised by undulating terrain in precisely the same manner as SSO characterised by a single high mountain peak surrounding otherwise flat land. A more complete description of grid box variability in stdev and slope is arguably warranted, the nature and influence of which could be explored using high resolution modelling of real and idealised topography. Indeed, due to the 4-dimensional complexity of orographic drag, future developments in its parameterisation are likely to rely on high resolution (km-scale) simulations (e.g. Van Niekerk et al., 2018) . Nevertheless, observations targeting the effect of orography on the atmosphere are essential in providing real-world grounding and a means to validate the high resolution simulations, and remain in high demand.
Appendix. The LM97 implementation in the MetUM
The LM97 scheme is the predominant parameterisation for orographic drag used in NWP and climate models. Here we describe its implementation in the MetUM. The scheme is based on two separate conceptual models to represent drag due to both low-level orographic flow blocking and mountain wave breaking. The blocking drag component is derived following bluff body dynamics and takes the form:
where ( ) is the drag exerted on the flow at levels within the blocked flow layer, ′ is a variable drag coefficient which incorporates the tuning coefficient but is allowed to vary with the SSO's aspect ratio as seen by the incident flow (being a function of wind direction, anisotropy and orientation), ( ) is air density, ( ) is wind speed, is a depth-averaged wind speed and ( ) represents the cumulative horizontal width of subgrid orography as seen by the flow across the grid box at height . For flow across a single grid box,
where is the grid box length scale, is the blocked layer depth, is the angle between the incident flow direction and SSO orientation, and , are the stdev, slope and anisotropy SSO fields. Note that = 0 where = as the flow at this height is assumed to ascend to the parameterized mountain tops, and the level = 0 (i.e. the GSO) is assumed to be at height above the parameterized mountain valleys. The dependency of on the mountain flow regime is given by
where and the critical Froude number, are tunable constants and = /( ) is the Froude number -the ratio of the flow's vertical buoyancy oscillation length scale to mountain height and a measure of the degree to which the incident flow is blocked by the mountain. Here, is a depth-averaged Brunt Vaisala frequency and -itself a function of and -is derived iteratively, as described in Vosper (2015) .
The wave drag component of the LM97 scheme is based on linear gravity-wave theory and given by
where the subscript denotes a low-level depth-averaged quantity, is a term representing the effects of anisotropy (being a function of wind direction, anisotropy and orientation), is a tuning constant, and ℎ is the depth of the uppermost portion of the parameterized mountains that are responsible for the forcing of parameterised gravity waves, provided by
In the current global operational MetUM, tuning parameters , , and have the values 4, 2.5, 4 and 0.5, respectively.
The nonlinear, non-monotonic relationship sensitivity of to stdev, is now briefly explored. It can be shown from Equations 4 and 5 that, for vertically uniform background flow (a reasonable assumption for the purpose of this exploration),
Froude number flows (i.e. where < ). In this regime, the depth of the uppermost portion of the parameterized mountains responsible for forcing gravity waves (ℎ ) is independent of (with changes in reflected in equivalent changes in the flow blocking depth, ).
However, in the LM97 scheme framework, higher subgrid-scale mountains (with no change 
